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“Legal Aid Regulation”(Hereinafter as “Regulation”) is the first 
administrative law on legal aid promulgated by the State Council. “Regulation” as 
a basic law on legal aid has for the first time in history set up a fundamental 
framework for China’s legal aid system in the form of law by determining 
governmental duties for legal aid and regulating rudimental principles and 
mechanism of legal aid affairs. This paper will incorporate some legal practices to 
produce further comments and annotations on the conceptions of legal aid, state 
duties, treasury guarantee mechanism, cognizance standard about financial 
difficulties and operation agents in legal aid, which are all covered in and related 
to “Regulation”.  
The whole paper is accordingly constituted with five chapters as follows: 
Chapter I. Comparative analysis on various conceptions about legal aid, from 
which to expound and set forth a new definition about legal aid, to briefly 
introduce the operational situation and legislative process in relevance with our 
country’s legal aid system. 
Chapter II. General elaboration on the features of modern legal aid system in 
some western countries and the embodiment of state duties in modern legal aid 
system, from which to analyze the nature and defects of our country’s legal aid 
system, to expound the concrete reasons for our country to determine state 
responsibility for legal aid. 
Chapter III. Dissection of the status de facto and roots for problems in 
existence regarding our country’s legal aid expenditure, from which to set forth 
some proposals to launch a treasury guarantee mechanism for legal aid with 
governmental allocations as the major funding sources, to put forward some 
practical hypothesis regarding its substances, standards and channels. 
Chapter IV. Brief introduction to some foreign stipulations about financial 














financial difficulty level in legal aid, initial analysis over the defects and 
drawbacks of our country’s prevailing cognizance standard for financial 
difficulties, from which to come up with a fresh cognizance standard for financial 
difficulties based on the applicant’s flexible and portable assets and balanced upon 
the minimum market price of local legal service. 
Chapter V. Determination of the scope of operation agents for legal aid in our 
country, exploration into the defects in our country’s operation agent system for 
legal aid, from which to produce a multiplex operation agent system with 
governmental institutions of legal aid as the ruling factor. 
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前  言 
 
2003 年 7 月 21 日，国务院第 385 号令公布了《法律援助条例》（以下简
称《条例》）。《条例》分总则、法律援助范围、法律援助申请和审查、法律援
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